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A meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

8Y3tem was held in Washington on Wednesday, March 21, 1945, at 10:30

a

PRESENT: Mr. Eccles, Chairman
Mr. Ransom, Vice Chairman
Mr. McKee
Mr. Draper
Mr. Evans

Mr. Morrill, Secretary
Mr. Carpenter, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Hammond, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Thurston, Assistant to the Chairman
Mr. Goldenweiser, Economic Adviser,

Division of Research and Statistics
Mr. Parry, Director of the Division of

Security Loans
Mr. Thomas, Director of the Division of

Research and Statistics
Mr. Vest, General Attorney
Mr. Pollard, Assistant Director of the

Division of Examinations
Mr. Brown, Assistant Director of the

Division of Security Loans
Mr. Wyatt, General Counsel

In accordance with the decision reached at the meeting of the

110Q0.-,
on March 19, 1945, consideration was given to the draft of state—

Aare

to be adopted by the Board with respect to the Bretton Woods

ements, and copies of a further revision of the draft containing

4rta.ln changes suggested by Chairman Eccles were distributed. The

NIA
'sec statement was read and further changes were proposed and agreed

to.

At the conclusion of the discussion,
upon motion by Mr. Evans, the statement was

approved in the form set forth below, Mr.

McKee not voting:
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"INTERNATIONAL FUND AND BANK

(Statement by the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System)

"The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Sys-
tem is convinced that ratification of the Bretton Woods
Agreements would be an important step in the restoration
of world trade and in safeguarding the interests of the
United States in the postwar world.

I.
"Without the institutions proposed by these Agree-

ments we would be confronted with disrupted currency con-
ditions and with trade and exchange policies and practices
Which foreign countries might be forced to adopt in self-

preservation but which would nevertheless have disorganizing
effects on world trade. In rebuilding the machinery of

international finance after the war it will be vital to
avoid the recurrence of practices which developed after
the first World War, and to eliminate abuses which were
Prevalent in international lending. Effective action in
these fields would form a counterpart to essential programs
of domestic reconstruction. The greatest contribution to
international prosperity and stability that the United
States can make is to maintain full employment and a ris-
ing standard of living at home. In order to establish in-
ternational trade on a sound and enduring foundation, it
Tust be based upon a balanced exchange of goods and serv-
ices. On such a basis it will contribute an important
steadying influence to our domestic economy.

"The International Monetary and Financial Conference
of representatives of forty-four nations held last summer
ln Bretton Woods resulted in agreements for the creation
of two new international financial institutions, the In-
ternational Monetary Fund and the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development. The International Monetary
Fund would exert an influence toward exchange stability
and thus reduce the exchange risks for exporters and im-
Porters. It would require member countries to maintain
established exchange rates and would provide machinery for
Taking in an orderly manner by mutual agreement such changes
ln exchange rates as may be necessary. Members undertake
1'0 eliminate as soon as possible monetary practices which
interfered with the flow of world trade before the war,
Ilch as discriminatory exchange restrictions, multiple
currency arrangements, and bilateral clearing agreements.
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"It would help to give assurance to member countries that
the proceeds of sales to any country could be used for

the purchase of goods in any other country.
. "For the purpose of assisting member countries in

maintaining their exchange rates, once they have been es-

tablished, without resorting to harmful restrictions on
trade, the Fund would have resources in gold and various

currencies which would be awilable for temporary use by

members. It would afford member countries faced with
heavy payments abroad a breathing spell during which to
make necessary adjustments in their economies with a view
to restoring equilibrium in their trade with the world.
The Fund would not be in essence a lending institution
but a mechanism for converting local currencies contributed
by members into a pool of international reserves, on which
each country could draw in proportion to its contribution.
Nhile temporary shortages of foreign exchange could be
met through use of the Fund, members would be under pres-
st.ire to restore the exchange to the Fund as soon as pos-
sible in order to maintain its ability to serve other

members.
"As a companion institution to the Fund, the Bank

for Reconstruction and Development would be a lending in-
stitution to promote the international flow of long-term

capital. It would make loans for productive and develop-

mental purposes out of its own capital or out of funds
borrowed in the market and would guarantee such loans of-

fered to private investors. It is intended to make or

guarantee such loans as would in the long run increase

the borrower's ability to balance its international ac-

c?unts. It would help to restore economies destroyed or
disrupted by war, to reconvert their productive facilities
to peacetime needs, and to develop the resources of less

developed countries.
"The Bank would have a stabilizing influence on in-

terest rates and other conditions for international loans

and would tend to eliminate practices in international in-
vestment that have in the past resulted in excessive costs

to borrowers and in losses to lenders. It would handle

°1?,1Y loans that could not be obtained on reasonable terms

oithout its support and would, therefore, in no way inter-
ere with the flow of private funds into international

investments. At the same time it would make it possible

f°r countries greatly in need of foreign resources to
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"obtain necessary capital which might not otherwise be
available to them on reasonable terms. The agreement
Provides that loans made or guaranteed by the Bank must
have the approval of the lending country. Consequently,
the loans can and should be so timed as to diminish either

inflationary or deflationary pressures, and to contribute
to the maintenance of economic stability in this country.

"From the point of view of the Board of Governors
the establishment of the Fund and the Bank would be de-
sirable because they would contribute to world recovery
and to the maintenance of economic stability at a high
level which is the main objective of the Board's policy.
The monetary and credit structure of this country is con-
tinually and seriously affected by international trans-
actions. In the past this country's monetary authorities
have had to meet difficult situations when our banking
sYstem was cn31ed upon to absorb an excessive amount of
foreign funds arising out of surplus commodity exports
and capital movements from foreign countries. The adop-
tion of the proposed Agreements should help to moderate
these disturbing influences.

"In connection with the enabling legislation now
before Congress, the Board is strongly in favor of the
ac.Idition of a provision for the establishment of a coun-
cil or committee to provide the necessary direction and

Lldance to the representatives of the United States on

governing bodies of the Fund and the Bank and to in-
erpret to them the international financial and monetary

Policies of the United States. Members of this council
Or committee should consist of the heads of the appropri-
ate agencies of the Government to be designated by the
President. It should be a small group, comprising not

111°re than five members. Since the proposed institutions
are to be permanent, it would be advisable to have the

council provided by law rather than by executive order
Or informal arrangement. The council would not only ad-

vise the American governors and directors on the Fund
and the Bank of its views with respect to the financial
iefrid monetary policies of the United States but would also
De authorized to act for the United States in matters

which require approval under the agreements, except in

eases in which the right to decide will be retained by

-4-
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"Congress. Establishment of such a council would assure
reasonable continuity in the interpretation of American
international financial policy to this country's repre-
sentatives on the Bank and the Fund. Provision for such
a council in the enabling legislation would not call for
any change or modification of the Articles of Agreement
of the Fund or Bank."

In taking the action referred to
above, it was understood that the state-
ment would be sent to Congressman Spence,
Chairman of the House Banking and Currency
Committee, as promptly as possible with a
letter of transmittal reading as follows,
and that in the absence of objection from
him the statement would be handed in-
formally to representatives of the press.
It was also understood that a copy of the
statement and of the letter to Congress-
man Spence would be sent to Senator Wagner
as Chairman of the Senate Banking and
Currency Committee and that a copy of the
statement would be sent to Under Secretary
of the Treasury Bell:

4.. "For the consideration of your Committee in connec-
''10r1 with the bill to provide for the participation of the
United States in the International Monetary Fund and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1(21.R. 2211), I am sending you herewith a brief statement

Y the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
2f its position in favor of the ratification of the Bretton
v40
0d3

Proposals. It would be appreciated if you would
,11,ave this statement incorporated in the record of the
"earings which are now being conducted by your Committee."

As a basis for a further discussion of what action, if any,

d be taken by the Board with respect to margin requirements pre-

1bed under Regulation T, Extension and Maintenance of Credit by

era, 
Dealers, and Members of National Securities Exchanges, and

ation U, Loans by Banks for the Purpose of Purchasing or Carrying
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Stocks Registered on a National Securities Exchange, Mr. Ransom read

three 
alternative drafts of letters to Mr. Davis, Director of Economic

Stabilization, which contemplated (1) that no action would be taken

1) the Board at this time, (2) that margin requirements prescribed by

the Board's regulations would be increased to 100 per cent, or (3)

that the margins required by the Board's regulations would be increased

t0 66-2/3 per cent.

The whole subject was again reviewed on the basis of the

lloardt S authority to restrict the use of credit for the purchase or

car
ing of securities, the present and possible future conditions

t he market, and the situations in which the Board would be justified

Illtaking action to increase margin requirements as a part of a general

)14eY to combat inflationary pressures.

Mr. Draper suggested that the position of the Board should

as follows:
be

1.

2.

3.

That as long as the amount of credit in the stock

market is declining, as at present, or remaining

relatively stationary and as long as prices of stocks
in the market are declining, as at present, or remain—
ing relatively stationary, no action in raising mar—

gin requirements should be taken.

That, if credit increased appreciably, as shown by

customer's debit balances and prices of stocks were

strong, active and higher, reaching in the neighbor—

hood of the highs around March 1945, the Board should

raise extension margin requirements to 70 per cent.

That, if both credit and prices continue upward for

some reasonable time after this action, the Board
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at that time should consider again the wisdom of rais—
ing the extension margin requirements to 100 per cent.

During the discussion of Mr. Draper's suggestion further ref—

auk;e
er y,__

was made by Mr. Ransom to the opinion submitted by Mr. Vest

lIncier date of March 15, 1945, and to the questions mentioned in the

on that might be raised as to the authority of the Board to in—

el se margin requirements to 100 per cent. Mr. Ransom felt that while

the °Pinion properly emphasized the excessive use of credit for the

PlIrechase or carrying of securities as a basis for action by the Board,

that basis might well include factors such as the volume of trading,

the
movement of prices at which securities were selling on the exchanges,

411(1 the general overall business and credit situation. Mr. Vest con—

in Mr. Ransom's statement.

At the conclusion of the discussion,

upon motion by Mr. Draper, the following

letter to Mr. Davis as Director of Economic

Stabilization was approved by unanimous

vote. It was understood from Mr. Szymczak's

comment to Chairman Eccles before he left

Washington that he would favor this action:

Economic Stabilization, addressed a letter to the Board

!XPressing the opinion that such powers as the Executive
,pranch now possesses in the field of credit control should
°e exercised, even though such powers may not be completely
adequate and supplementary legislative measures may be
necessary. After citing among such powers the authority
°f the Federal Reserve Board to control margin trade, he

!aid/ 'If, as appears to be the case, there may be serious

.;anger of an inflation in security values, it would seem
-Logical to place trading in securities and stocks on a 100

Per cent cash basis. It is my tentative opinion that this

should be done.'

"As you know, Judge Vinson, while still Director of
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"In my letter to you of March 13 I advised you that
this matter was being given consideration by the Board and
that you would be informed as soon as any conclusions were
reached. The Board has given a great deal of study to this
subject, both before and since the receipt of Judge Vinson's
letter, and the matter was discussed again at a meeting of
the Board on March 21.

"Since Judge Vinson's letter was received on February
24, there has been a substantial recession in the stock
market and there is no evidence available that the volume
of credit used for the purpose of purchasing or carrying

securities is increasing. Accordingly, the Board feels
that to take the drastic action suggested against the pre-
valling background could not be justified. As you are
aware, the authority of the Board, under the Securities
and Exchange Act of 1934, relates to credit and not to
cash transactions.

"The Board will continue to watch the situation closely
and is prepared to take appropriate action should it be war-
r.anted by subsequent developments."

Mr. Ransom referred to the action taken by the Board on Feb-

-" 19, 1945, in approving a program of joint effort on the part of

the p
e'4-eral Reserve Banks and the Chief National Bank Examiners to en-

e compliance with the Board's Regulation Q, Payment of Interest on

and Section 19 of the Federal Reserve Act in accordance with

the
'°ard's interpretation of September 1943. He stated that informal

ejltllilents were being received from some of the Presidents of the Fed-

Reserve Banks with respect to the situation which had developed

tolic4ring the sending of the letter approved by the Board at the meet-

1 February 19 to the 28 banks referred to at that time, and that

heelld Mr. McKee felt that they should discuss the matter with the Board

tc4'the purpose of receiving guidance as to the future course of action
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"0 followed. He also said that he had received a letter under date

qUarch 16, 1945, from Mr. Davis, President of the Federal Reserve

}3a.nk
of St. Louis, suggesting a possible procedure and that the matter

had been discussed over the telephone this morning with Mr. McLarin,

l'rE ident of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, who was not in agree-

tent with Mr. Davis' suggestion, but would prefer to have the Board

cell a meeting of representatives of the 28 banks for the purpose of

getting them to observe the law. Valle Hr. Ransom had not talked di-

with Mr. Leach, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Rich-

e") it was understood that he had suggested an entirely different

Pro
cedure.

Following the reading by Mr. Ransom of the letter from Mr.

the matter was discussed on the basis of the means available

to the 
Board to enforce compliance with the law and the Regulation,

blth no
conclusions were reached.

At this point Messrs. Goldenweiser, Parry, Thomas, Vest, Pollard,

and Itratt withdrew from the meeting.

The action stated with respect to each of the matters herein-

er 
referred to was then taken by the Board:

The minutes of the meeting of the Board of Governors of the
?me

ral Reserve System held on March 201 1945, were approved unani-
kollzaz,
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Memorandum dated March 14, 1945, from Mr. Thomas, Director

()f the Division of Research and Statistics, submitting two letters

*0111 the Director of the Office of Food Programs, Foreign Economic

Attinistration, requesting the assistance of Arthur C. Bunce, an econ-

°mist in the Division of Research and Statistics, in connection with

art 
nterdepartmental project for assembling information concerning

the food and agricultural situation in the Far East. The memorandum

stated that, in the absence of objection from the Board, Mr. Thomas

W'4 prepared to authorize Mr. Bunce to devote part of his time to

this task for about three months as outlined in the memorandum, pro-

he and the Coordinating Committee on Foreign Food Facts were

able to work out a satisfactory program for a cooperative undertak-
i4g

on the part of the various agencies concerned, and recommended,

41' the reasons stated in the memorandum, that the Board not ask for

Nimbursement for Mr. Bunce's services.

Approved unanimously.

Letter to the Presidents of ell the Federal Reserve Banks

Nar14

s'441g as follows:

"Attached is a copy of a letter received from Mr.
David L. Podell, General Counsel, Smaller War Plants Cor-

Poration, in regard to the use of corporate seals on Reg-

ulation V guarantees of loans made by that Corporation,
and of a memorandum from Colonel Paul Cleveland of the
/1.1,ar Department stating that it will be agreeable to the
liar Department to dispense with the corporate seal on

such guarantee agreements if the signatures of the regional
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"loan agents, properly witnessed, are substituted there-
for

"The Navy Department and the Maritime Commission
have informally advised us that they concur in the posi-
tion taken by the War Department."

Approved unanimously.

Telegram to Mr. Lichtenstein, Secretary of the Federal Advisory

ColIncil, reading as follows:

"Your letter of March 5, 1945. Board has no topics
to suggest for consideration at meeting of executive com-
mittee of Council should one be called for April fourth."

Approved unanimously.

Letter to Honorable Hatton W. Sumners, Chairman, Committee on

the T

'Judiciary, House of Representatives, prepared for the signature of

Chairman Eccles and reading as follows:

"This is in reply to your letter of March 7, 1945,
in which you enclosed copies of a bill introduced by Con-

fressman Kefauver, H. R. 2357, to amend an act entitled
An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful re-
traints and monopolies, and for other purposes', approved

'arch 15, 1914 (38 Stat. 730), and in which you request
that your Committee be furnished with comments concerning
slIch proposed legislation.

"The Board has considered Congressman Kefauver's bill
IlIth a great deal of interest. The two basic objectives
which seem to be presented therein are (1) to subject the
!.?quisitions of assets of companies to the same restric-

ons as are now imposed by the Clayton Act upon acquisi-
10ns of shares of such companies, and (2) to require,

'Is.to certain acquisitions by or on behalf of any corpor-
er;tion now subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Trade
;_°mmission under sections 7 and 11 of such Act, a finding
u.,7 that Commission that such acquisitions will be consistent
with the public interest before they may be lawfully con-

summated.
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"The Board sees no objection to legislation which will

effectively attain these objectives. As to the first, the
Board feels that to include acquisitions of assets within
the proscriptions of the Clayton Act will go far towards

eliminating a very practical as well as difficult enforce-
ment problem which seems to inhere in the present language
of that Act. Undoubtedly there have been many instances
When the underlying aim of the Congress as expressed in
this law has been circumvented in whole or in part through
acquisitions of assets, instead of shares, of one corpora-
tion by another. The evils of substantially lessened com-

petition, restraint of trade and commerce and monopoly
have thus been perpetuated in the face of the statute,
Simply because the device for accomplishing these ends
is not specifically outlawed. The Board feels that the

language of H. R. 2357 is adequate to correct this situa-
tion.

. "The second basic objective of Congressman Kefauver's
bill seems equally desirable. Perhaps its most salutary
advantage lies in the fact that it attempts to prevent 
the harmful results of unprincipled business expansion in
an appropriate field of regulation, rather than attempting
to correct these evils after they have occurred. The
Board has been of the opinion for some time that the com-

Plexities of modern business render very difficult a satis-
factory application of corrective sanctions. Too often
the remedy may work such substantial injustices and be

Productive of such incidental injurious consequences that
the direct application of such sanctions in given cases
rnaY work against rather than for the public interest.
TI.lese observations would seem particularly appropriate of
situations affecting banks. Under existing law, for all

practical purposes it is not until after the stock of a
given bank has been acquired that the acquiring person
or company may be proceeded against under the Clayton
Act. Assuming that the effect of such acquisition raises
an enforcement question under that Act, it at once becomes

apparent that a public proceeding brought to test such
cpestion may have the very undesirable result of disturb-

public confidence in the bank, the stock of which has
!;feen acquired, but which is not itself a party thereto.

It is the existence of such imponderables as these which
Lead to demonstrate the inadequacy of corrective sanctions,

generally.
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"In its Annual Report to Congress for the year 1943
the Board, in discussing the need for legislation respect-
3.-ng bank holding companies, had occasion to express sim-
ilar views to those just given. For example, at page 35
of such Report, the Board said:

'Finally, even if the holding company
chooses to subject itself to regulation, the
effectiveness of the Board's supervision is
hindered rather than helped by the penalties
provided by the statute. For violation of the
statute or of its agreement with the Board, the
holding company's voting permit may, after hear-
ing, be revoked. The consequences flowing from
such a revocation are that the member bank whose
stock is controlled can not receive deposits of
public monies of the United States nor pay any
further dividends to the holding company. Also,
if the controlled bank is a national bank, its
charter may be forfeited, and if it is a member
State bank, its membership in the System may be
terminated. The Board believes that means should
be provided for reaching the holding company and
its management directly rather than indirectly,
as is now the case.'
"It is believed that much of the other comments that

aPpeared in the Board's Annual Report for 1943 would be
?3-Pful to the Committee in its present deliberations.
!!lere are enclosed herewith several copies of this Report
Ior the convenience of the members.

"In the light of the above observations, the Board
!'?commends that the second objective of H. R. 2357 be not
1171mIted to apply solely to those cases which fall within
le jurisdiction of the Federal Trade Commission. As your

tJ0mmittee is aware, other agencies, including this Board,
are invested with similar jurisdiction to that of the Fed-
eral Trade Commission under the existing provisions of
!ection 11 of the Clayton Act and the reasoning for the
v/"cposed change would seem to apply with equal force to
.cquisons that are within the range of jurisdiction
1.41.?vr conferred upon each of such other agencies, respec-
°-vely. Accordingly, the Board recommends that the lan-

nlage of Congressman Kefauver's bill be extended to cover
=41 classes of acquisitions which are now encompassed
within the jurisdictional provisions of section 11, with
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'power in each of the authorities therein enumerated to
administer the proposed licensing feature of the bill.
To the end that our suggestions may be presented in a
formal manner, we have prepared a draft containing our
recommended changes, which are all included between line
11 on page 4 and line 23 on page 6 of the present bill,
and enclose it herewith for the consideration of your
Committee.

"One final and purely clerical correction. H. R.
2357 refers to this Board as the Federal Reserve Board.
The correct title is Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System."

Approved unanimously.

Thereupon the meeting adjourned.

fc9xhn
Secreta

Chairman.
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